A MARINE LAWYER LOOKS BACK

When San Angelo attorney Don W. Griffis was serving in Vietnam, it became second nature to write everything down. "I kept a journal where I recorded the events of interest that happened each day — the sights, the smells, the sounds," he says. Now, that diary is a book called Eagle Days: A Marine Legal/Infantry Officer in Vietnam.

Griffis, a U.S. Marine Corps legal officer and platoon leader from 1968–69 in Vietnam, forgot about the journal, putting it away for almost 40 years. But when a good friend wrote a book about the Vietnam War, Griffis decided to dig out his old diary. "I guess enough time had passed," he says. "I thought it would be worth my while to go back and reexamine what I wrote while in Vietnam."

Griffis began to reread and edit his journal, and eventually sent it off to publishers. "I knew that the submission process can take a while," he says. "After all, Flags of Our Fathers [by James Bradley] was sent to 26 publishers before being accepted." Luckily, Griffis did not have to wait quite that long. The University of Alabama Press, one of four publishers he submitted to, accepted the manuscript. "I was very excited the day I learned the University of Alabama was going to print the book. From there, the opportunities to make connections with men I served with was very rewarding."

The book has garnered positive feedback from veterans — Griffis has received many letters and phone calls. "It meant a great deal that those veterans read the book," he says. "And it was important to them because it validated a period in their lives and honored their service." A sergeant that had been in Griffis' rifle platoon contacted him, inviting him to a platoon reunion in Tampa. "Once I began looking back at my writing, it occurred to me how many interesting people I'd met in the service and how proud I was to serve with them."

Eagle Days covers everything from the military legal process to combat missions against the Viet Cong. "It was incredible in the Marine Corps," Griffis says. "We had so much leeway to do things — we would just climb on a cargo aircraft or a helicopter. I was just a tourist observing so much going on around. I got to see a lot of different aspects of human nature."

At the time he was writing the journal, Griffis had no idea it would ever be published. "If anything, I thought the diary would be something that might be useful to my family in the future," he says. "But once you come back from serving, you can marry, raise a family, find a job, and people don't know what you've done or where you've been. I wanted to tell this story."